INTRODUCTION

The lyrics of the classic hymn “America the Beautiful” – written by the poet Katharine Lee Bates during an 1893 trip to Pike’s Peak1 – testify to the natural splendor of the United States. But it is sometimes underappreciated that among those who most want to preserve those “amber waves of grain” and “purple mountain majesties” are many who also believe strongly in the country’s other lasting inheritance – a free market.

Reducing our impact on the environment is a fundamentally conservative principle. Rather than seeing people as separate from nature, or inherently harmful to the environment, conservatives understand that stewardship of the land honors nature as both bounty and beauty. Conservatives believe you should have the freedom to choose how to live, but take responsibility to pay for the impact you cause. Just as conservatives understand that punishing criminals for their crimes is superior to blanket gun-control regulation, we believe those who put pollution in a stream should pay for the loss of clean water and opportunities to fish.

Alas, that core conservative principle has not always translated into a consistent environmental agenda. Ever since the early 1970s, environmentalism has been synonymous with left-wing, big-government policies. From the expanding authority of the Environmental Protection Agency to numerous state and local regulations, the voices of those who revere nature, but are skeptical of expanding regulation, have been lost. This has created problems both for conservatives and for the environment.

In the public imagination, concern for the environment has become virtually synonymous with calls for increased government regulation. As a consequence, any time an environmental problem arises, the public immediately looks for more regulation or more taxes. Conservatives themselves appear to have internalized this connection, leaving right-of-center legislators with few policy options to address environmental concerns in ways that do not expand the size and scope of government.

Without an alternative approach to environmental policy, conservatives can feel boxed in, forced to claim environmental problems either are a “hoax” or not as serious as environmentalists claim. This is, indeed, sometimes the case. But where there is real pollution or other problems of environmental degradation, the standard conservative line of defense is untenable. Lacking effective policy alternatives, each fight over environmental issues that conservatives lose necessarily means more government expansion. For those who believe in the American ideals of freedom and free enterprise, the path ahead is one of slow but inevitable retreat.

What relatively few realize is that the political left’s reflexive preference for more regulation often has been demonstrated to be bad for the environment. Witness the poor record of the Endangered Species Act. Only 1 percent of listed species have recovered and, in some cases, regulations actually have actually encouraged habitat destruction. As noted by Michael J. Bean – former head of the Environmental Defense Fund’s wildlife program and current principal deputy assistant secretary for Fish and Wildlife and National Parks at the U.S. Interior Department – in a 1994 address: “The red-cockaded woodpecker is closer to extinction today than it was a quarter century ago when the protection began.”

The U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate Protection Agreement – a pledge initiated by the City of Seattle in 2005 to reduce emissions to 7 percent below 1990 levels by 2012 – stands as another dramatic failure. Few, if any, of the more than 1,000 cities that ultimately signed the document ever even attempted to meet its carbon-reduction targets.

Conservatives and others who believe in the free market need an alternative to the failed 1970s environmental approach of ever-expanding government bureaucracy. Rather than simply refusing to acknowledge environmental risk, conservatives need approaches that honor our belief in personal freedom while demanding actual environmental results.

From cooperative approaches to market forces, there are several options that offer effective alternatives to the standard big-government approach. Outlined here is a priority list of approaches to environmental policy, beginning with cooperative and property-rights-based approaches and turning to regulation only when it is the only effective and reasonable option.

It is time for conservatives, many of whom surround themselves every day with the natural beauty described in “America the Beautiful,” to put environmental policy back on track. With these principles, we can, as the seldom-sung second verse says, make environmental policy: “A thoroughfare for freedom beat across the wilderness.”

PROPERTY RIGHTS AND COOPERATIVE SOLUTIONS

Television shows depicting Alaskan fishermen braving the waves and weather were popular for one reason: danger. In an effort to limit the number of fish caught, politicians mandated a short fishing season. The strict time limit meant boat owners would have to go out in whatever the weather threw at them, catch as many fish as they could during a short period of time and hope for the best.

The problems with this system were numerous. The danger that made it compelling television also meant that, occasionally, lives were lost. In their hurry, fishermen also had to catch everything they could, leading to high levels of bycatch; that is, fish you aren’t trying to catch, can’t keep and, therefore, are mostly wasted. The uncertainties of the season also meant businesses could never predict how well they would do and often would have to use lots of fuel and other resources to find fish during that narrow window.

It was a broken system. An alliance of environmental advocates and free-market advocates argued for an alternative system built around property rights known as “catch shares.”

Instead of catching everything you can in a window that lasts only a few days a year, the catch-share system allocated a property right to a percentage of the total catch. This allowed boats to sail any time during the year, when the weather was good or prices were high. With the ability to take their time, boats also switched to equipment that targeted only the species they wanted to catch, reducing the bycatch and the waste that went with it.

Despite making for less dramatic television, it’s a system that has worked well and offers a lesson in how cooperative, property-rights based systems can more effectively solve what is known as the “tragedy of the commons.” A term coined by the ecologist Garret Hardin in 1968, the tragedy is found in cases where no one has ownership of the natural resource to be harvested. A fish left in the ocean may not be there next year to produce more offspring and repopulate. Instead, the fishing boat behind you will catch it this year, knowing there is no guarantee the fishing boat behind her won’t do the same. A rush to resources ensues and the resource becomes overexploited.

The typical response to such circumstances has been heavy regulation. The first female Nobel laureate in economic science, Elinor Ostrom, noted that competition for resources often leads to calls for government intervention:

The presumption that an external Leviathan is necessary to avoid tragedies of the commons leads to recommendations that central governments control most natural resource systems. ... [Some have] opined that ‘iron governments,’ perhaps military governments,


would be necessary to achieve control over ecological problems.\(^5\)

However, Ostrom notes that a look through history finds this approach yields poor results. “Instead of presuming that optimal institutional solutions can be designed easily and imposed at low cost by external authorities,” she argued that “‘getting the institutions right’ is a difficult, time-consuming, conflict-invoking process.” The best solutions often come from the competitors themselves. Ostrom found a number of reasons this is true. Critically, those closer to the problem have a better understanding of the problem and a commitment to effective enforcement. She notes:

> Individuals located in an administrative center will find it far more difficult to make good judgements about relative benefits and costs of alternative rules, because many of those costs and benefits are not recorded and summarized in the information available to those external to the situation.\(^6\)

Regulators will design rules that create onerous burdens without realizing how costly they are; they don’t have the information and don’t pay a price for bad rules. This is one reason she elsewhere had argued that successful voluntary systems must ensure that “those affected by the rules can participate in modifying the rules.”\(^7\)

Solving these problems sometimes requires more than just assigning property rights, as was the case with catch shares. Whatever the approach, local knowledge regularly proves critical to set up stable rules that are fair and enforceable. Voluntary arrangements can be difficult to hammer out and may evolve over time, but they benefit from having both incentives and knowledge aligned to find a durable solution.

Recent concern about increased mortality of honeybees is a case in point. It began with reports of Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD), which grew particularly acute between 2006 and 2010.\(^8\) The focus on CCD as a single cause has shifted in more recent years, as beekeepers continue to report high levels of colony loss from a variety of maladies, including infestations of varroa mites and nosema, a fungal parasite.\(^9\) Theories about the cause of hive loss abound, ranging from increased cell phone signals to those same varroa mites. Some point the finger at pesticides, despite science that is mixed at best. As a result, there have been calls to ban the neonicotinoids class of pesticides. These calls have been made on grounds that the chemicals, commonly known as “neonics,” are to blame. In 2013, the European Commission introduced restrictions on neonics,\(^10\) while some EU members have moved further in the direction of a full-blown ban. Earlier this year, Maryland became the first U.S. state to ban the sale of neonics to regular consumers.\(^11\)

But it bears noting that such calls do not come primarily from beekeepers. They stem instead from activists and regulators who often do not have either the knowledge or the incentive to identify problems accurately. For their part, beekeepers have been finding ways to increase the total number of hives, despite increased mortality of individual hives. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has found that commercial beekeepers, who have both an obviously strong financial incentive to keep their bees alive and significant exposure to pesticides, have lower levels of hive mortality than hobbyist beekeepers, who have less knowledge and less of a stake in losing their hives.\(^12\) Solutions to reducing honeybee mortality are likely to come from beekeepers – not, as Ostrom notes, from politicians with little stake in the game.

Assigning property rights also can help determine the value of various environmental impacts and ensure the best allocation of resources. As the late Nobel laureate Ronald Coase observed, when there are few interested parties and transaction costs are low, negotiation between parties is the best way to allocate resources. The British journalist Matt Ridley summarized this argument, what economists call the Coase Theorem, this way:

> In a dispute between (say) two people in Sussex, one of whom wants to drill for oil, while the other wants a pretty view, Coase explained that in a costless world, the winner could best be determined by negotiation, not regulation. If A values the view more than B values the oil, let A buy out B.\(^13\)

---
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Such an example is not, in fact, theoretical. Many issues relating to resource or environmental impact are between two or a few interested parties.

Sometimes the agreements that leave everyone better off can be quite surprising. Free-market environmentalist Richard Stroup tells the story of the Paul J. Rainey Wildlife Sanctuary, a 26,000-acre refused in Louisiana owned by the Audubon Society. For most of its 92-year history, Audubon sold oil leases in the sanctuary to earn revenue to buy other lands and maintain the sanctuary. Stroup notes:

For nearly 50 years, the Audubon Society allowed an oil company to operate 12 wells in the sanctuary. The company had to comply with strict stipulations such as no pumping during the nesting season. In exchange, Audubon earned more than $25 million and was able to buy additional land for conservation with its profits.14

The leases ended in 1999, when the Audubon Society decided against renewing them. While there has been discussion about entering new leases to raise funds to fight beach erosion, no agreement has been reached. But that’s the nature of such negotiations. Perhaps when oil prices increase, Audubon will find the revenue generated, combined with environmental protections, will make a future agreement worthwhile.

For conservatives looking for environmental solutions, cooperative and property-rights-based policies are the best place to start. They are best at combining respect for individual freedom with environmental effectiveness.

But not every environmental problem is suited for this approach. Where there are a limited number of interested parties who have incentives to protect a resource, the lessons of Ostrom and Coase provide a good guide to finding effective, fair and enduring environmental solutions.

**MARKET INCENTIVES TO REDUCE WASTE AND POLLUTION**

When more than a few people cause environmental harm, the situation is sufficiently complex to require broader solutions. Mitigating the environmental impact stemming not from a few people, but thousands or millions, inevitably means the cost of negotiating an agreement among all interested will be too high. In such circumstances, a simple and transparent price on pollution becomes a better option. Simple and transparent fees can be the best approach where a large number of individuals each contribute a small environmental impact. Rather than dictating behavior, putting a price on pollution provides an incentive to individuals to reduce their impact. Just as important, individuals can take responsibility for their impact in a way that best suits them, preserving their individual freedom.

This approach is consistent with the conservative principle that says people should take responsibility for their own behavior, including the environmental impacts they cause. Rather than socializing costs – putting government in charge of deciding who pays and how the money is used – linking environmental harm with responsibility is more effective and fair.

One notable example is the National Park Service. Despite the popularity of the National Parks, many face serious maintenance backlogs. Nationwide, there is an $11.9 billion backlog of projects – in some cases, leading to open sewage in the park.15 These backlogs aren’t just at the small, less popular parks. The Grand Canyon, Mount Rainier and other popular sites have backlogs. The problem is that visitor fees do not come close to paying for the maintenance. As a result, taxpayers subsidize millions of visitors each year who do not pay for the impact they cause.

The result is not surprising for anyone familiar with systems where benefits, like hiking in the park, are privatized but costs are socialized and paid by others. Working Americans who do not get the opportunity to visit National Parks should not be asked to pay the freight for those fortunate enough to visit the parks regularly, putting a burden on the system. It is simply unfair to treat both the same way.

It is also ineffective. By putting a disproportionate share of the costs on taxpayers, parks become reliant on congressional appropriations to ensure they have the funding to maintain the parks. In some years that may work; in others, it does not. As noted by former House Appropriations Subcommittee on the Interior Chairman Ralph S. Regula, R-Ohio, back in 1999: “It’s not very sexy to fix a sewer system or maintain a trail. You don’t get headlines for that.”16

The result is a system that fails to deliver the benefits it promises. Rather than separate the impact from the responsibility, fees on pollution or environmental impact provide an opportunity to pay for the damage, while discouraging activities that do more damage and come with a higher cost.
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Some conservatives express concern about raising fees because they do not trust government agencies to spend the sums wisely. In the case of National Parks, they are right to be concerned that maintenance costs more than it should and that funding does not flow to where it would be best spent. But this reasonable concern does not justify the current system of socialized costs and private benefits. There are two key questions: first, “who pays?” and second, “how much?”

This basic principle that people should pay for the impact they cause can be applied to a wide range of environmental issues. Indeed, it is the best approach to reduce environmental harm at the lowest cost.

Today’s environmental problems are dramatically different from those of the 1970s. As Bill Ruckelshaus, the first director of the Environmental Protection Agency noted:

In 1970, when the EPA was first started, the estimate of its water-quality office was that 85 percent of the problems of water pollution in the country were large point-source discharges, like municipal sewage-treatment plants or industrial operations. Only 15 percent were nonpoint sources—the runoff from city streets, suburban lawns, and rural and farm areas. As Ruckelshaus noted in 2010, those proportions are now almost entirely reversed. The EPA now estimates that 15 percent of the problem is point sources, and 85 percent of the impact is nonpoint sources. That reversal means the regulatory approach of the 1970s is simply ineffective and cannot address the distributed nature of the environmental issues we face today.

Rather than regulation, which tends to be one-size-fits-all, putting a price on pollution gives people a range of options to find the best way to reduce their impact. That may in some cases mean changing behavior. In other cases, it will mean developing new technology that allows us to live the life we choose while reducing our environmental impact.

The fees people pay for garbage are illustrative of this principle. The price people pay for each can of garbage provides an incentive to reduce the amount of waste in a variety of ways. People can reuse and repair tools or appliances they might otherwise have thrown away. They can sell them at a garage sale or give them to family. They can purchase reusable utensils rather than disposable forks. Or, they can pay the price, understanding they can only do a certain amount to reduce the trash they produce.

Some conservatives have opposed such fees on pollution, arguing they are just another way to tax the public and spend money on the left-wing agenda. There are plenty of examples where liberal politicians have done exactly this. Washington Gov. Jay Inslee, who environmental groups have dubbed the “greenest” governor in the nation, has opposed any climate policy that doesn’t include new taxes. To avoid abuse by craven politicians, pollution-pricing schemes should meet some additional tests.

First, they should be revenue-neutral. For example, conservative columnist Charles Krauthammer argues for raising the federal gas tax by $1 a gallon and reducing the FICA portion of everyone’s payroll tax by $12 a week. Former Nixon Treasury Secretary and Reagan Secretary of State George Schultz has proposed a tax on sources of carbon dioxide and other emissions, which then would be returned to taxpayers in the form of dividends. Harvard University economist Greg Mankiw, former chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers under President George W. Bush, likewise has proposed taxing carbon emissions and using the money to reduce sales taxes, income taxes or other taxes. Pollution prices that reduce the overall tax burden or eliminate taxes that harm the economy and employment, would both be good for the economy and provide a disincentive to pollute.

Additionally, prices on pollution should replace costly and ineffective regulations where possible. Regulation is often the most expensive way to achieve a policy goal. Mankiw has contrasted a using a gas tax to reduce energy dependence with the Corporate Average Fuel Economy standards that require car manufacturers to improve the efficiency of their fleet. He notes:

Congress has tried to reduce energy dependence with corporate average fuel economy standards. These CAFE rules are heavy-handed government regulations replete with unintended consequences: They are partly responsible for the growth of SUVs, because light trucks have laxer standards than cars. In addition, by making the car fleet more fuel-efficient, the regulations encourage people to drive more, offsetting some of the conservation benefits and exacerbating road congestion. A higher gas tax would accomplish

Putting a price on pollution is not a panacea. It should be the second option, employed when and where a property- or voluntary solution is not appropriate. But it is consistent with the conservative principle of assigning personal responsibility to those who harm others. From fees for trash to paying the cost of treating sewage, conservatives already support numerous examples of such pollution fees. They are a great counter and alternative to the excessive regulation that dominates environmental policy.

REGULATION AS A LAST RESORT

Even though it is the last resort, there are times when regulation is the best option. When atmospheric lead was identified as a serious pollutant, the federal government phased out leaded gasoline. The result was an 89 percent reduction in lead levels between 1980 and 2010, as inexpensive alternatives took the place of lead in the fuel. Regulation worked to reduce lead levels quickly because the source of the pollution was simple and easily identifiable. In such circumstances, regulation can actually be the best option.

But such circumstances are not the norm. In many cases, regulation poses very high costs and a low success rate. One reason regulation so frequently fails is that rules frequently are written to satisfy political goals rather than environmental ones.

The Obama administration has been a strong advocate of subsidies for solar manufacturers, with the purported goal of reducing the cost of renewable energy. Having risked billions on developing a solar industry in the United States, the administration was put in the position of using government regulation to protect the money it spent. In the wake of the failure of Solyndra, the administration didn’t want another high-profile bankruptcy of a solar manufacturer. As a result, the administration imposed tariffs on China’s solar manufacturers. This had the effect of driving solar prices up – the opposite of the original goal.

Regulation is poor at addressing pollution that is distributed and comes from a wide range of sources. Such regulation can often create unintended consequences, requiring additional regulation to “solve” the problems created by the original overregulation.

On the other hand, where regulation can be simple, targeting a few polluters responsible for significant levels of impact, it can be the best option. The Reagan administration recognized this when it phased out chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in an effort to reduce ozone depletion. President Ronald Reagan’s Council of Economic Advisors produced a study showing the cost of phasing out CFCs was low and the potential


health benefits were large.\textsuperscript{25} Since alternatives to CFCs were available, the administration supported a regulatory phase-out. The number of sources of CFCs was relatively small and phasing them out was fairly simple to enforce.

Applied poorly, however, this approach has serious limits and comes with high costs. The number of times when regulation is the best option is tightly circumscribed, but given the right circumstances, it should not be ruled out entirely.

CONCLUSION

Across the country, many conservatives are stewards of the land, caring for the land that produces the amber waves of grain and fruited plains. While the environmental left often praises a life close to nature, like that depicted by Henry David Thoreau in “Walden,” the distribution of political beliefs in the nation’s rural areas – whether forests, wetlands, mountains or plains – suggests it’s conservatives and those who believe in the free market who actually live that life more closely.

For years, the left has claimed the high ground of environmental debates, dominating the discussion about how to address with environmental concerns. Despite the failure of many of their ideas, they continue to define the debate, because conservatives have not offered effective alternatives, policies based in personal freedom and responsibility. It is time to change that.

When addressing legitimate environmental concerns, conservative policymakers should work through a prioritized approach to reducing pollution. Where there are a limited number of entities and negotiation costs are low, a voluntary or property-rights approach can find solutions that work best for those involved and for the environment. Where pollution is distributed over a large number of people, a simple and transparent fee attaches personal responsibility to environmental impact, provide an incentive to reduce pollution and offers the personal freedom to choose how to avoid that fee.

Free-market principles offer an effective alternative to the political and regulatory approaches of the 1970s. By putting those who have the incentives and best information at the center of environmental solutions, we not only can preserve the environment we care about, but also take power back from the bureaucratic mire that is sacrificing the American ideal of freedom for the sake of control.
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